FORWARD
by nicola kaye
Plurality of Creative Experience
WOMXN is a dynamic visual art exhibition focusing on the plurality of meanings, interpretations and
orientations of women. Co-founded by artists Olivia Colja and Ruby Smedley, who sought to provide a critical
and reflexive context in which debate around diverse issues ranging from violence against women, sexual
health and female representation, to name only a few, is engendered through a range of creative lenses.
WOMXN is a pertinent reminder that in our climate there is still much to be communicated and changed –
such as the alarming statistic from the Australian Human Rights Commission (2018) that: “85% of Australian
women have been sexually harassed”, and from the ABC, “Australian police deal with domestic violence every
2 minutes” – a stark indictment on our culture, and the necessity and significance of WOMXN.
Many such important issues are raised in the show, demonstrating the breadth of female lifeworlds and the
manifestation of creative experience. WOMXN showcases thought provoking works that are poignant,
sometimes overt and at other times quiet and contemplative, confronting and humorous. In fact the range of
emotions and experiences whilst navigating the space is testament to its success. The careful curation of the
works by Colja builds a narrative of understandings that resist a singular story. Instead, the heterogenous
nature of women and experience, mitigates against simplistic binaries and stereotypes, presenting a
multifarious array of creative processes and aesthetics. The experiential nature of the works in WOMXN and
the profound intertextual play that is evidenced, reflexively asks us to consider the rich works, not as the entire
representation of female experience, rather this dynamic cross-section of artists illuminate aspects of their
lifeworlds – personal, social and political, communicating the complexity of negotiating womanhood, and what
this means for them, ultimately what it means for all of us.
There has been much behind the scenes of WOMXN, its’ inception, the decision on the appropriate artists, the
funding partners established and most importantly the commitment by the artists over countless meetings and
many critical discussions. Significantly, however, are the respectful and ethical practices employed by the
artists which have led to trust: trust in each other, trust in their creative practices and trust in the exhibition and
its’ experiential and communicative capacity. This exhibition moves beyond the act of making and installing
work in a group show; the reflexive engagement and involvement by all of the artists is palpable. This
dynamism is also evident through the support provided, as well as the number of influential speakers at the
exhibition’s ARTiculate conference, demonstrating the necessity of debate on the creative art discipline for
sustainable, ethical and reflexive practices – a must in our politically challenging times.

Dr Nicola Kaye
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ABOUT US
"An artist can show things that other people
are terrified of expressing?" Louise Bourgeois
We are a group of strong solo artists that have
formed a bond to create a group exhibition
that brings emphasis to our lives as women
and as an artist.
We are celebrating our strengths and bringing
forth our dedication for a sustainable future
as artists.
No issue or topic is off-limit however with
careful rendering, our works overlap with a
high level of consideration, skill, layering and
absolute passion.

by cian holt

Womb Room
by cian holt
Please… come in, sit down, put your feet up and rest a while.
It’s nice and womby here.
This is a place you can leave your mark and say what’s on your mind. Draw a picture, make
a mess or contemplate the human condition; mortality, morality or lack thereof.
Capturing the essence of impulsive bathroom stall scrawl but set in an atmosphere of
primordial mystery and wonder, this space was made just for you. For one sacred week your
innermost thoughts and ideas can grace or mar the walls of this humble, wobbly, shiny
grotto.
Perhaps your ideas can mingle with others and evolve. Perhaps you just need to vent. Either
way, you have come to the right place. This is a safe space; a magical place. Your inner
sanctum.
Welcome to The Womb Room..

Turn &
Face the
Strange
by shona mcgregor

Turn and Face the Strange and Post
Reproductive explore an inevitable
occurrence that transpires for all
women whether naturally or medically.
The process of Menopause McGregor’s
interest in this subject is based not only
on the reactions of women and how
they may perceive themselves during
and after this tumultuous time but also
how the people around them react to
the physical and emotional change.
In preparation for the project 55 women
were asked a series of questions in an
online survey about their experience of
menopause. The artist book Post
reproductive is the culmination of their
diverse responses while Turn and Face
the Strange is the artist’s more personal
reaction to the looming event and the
silent ending that may well be a new
beginning.

Kintsugi
by janice
fawcett

A broken plate set the work in motion. The medium illustrates
the fragmented emotions of a miscarriage and consequently
that damaged can still mean beautiful.
Carefully chosen, embellished materials symbolise
vulnerability and femininity. The ceramics show strength while
delicate materials soften sharp edges.
The work utilises hand sewing as a universal language
between women; strength found in numbers amongst a
congregation of women mending and sharing lived
experiences. This can carry you through anything.

Counting
Sheep
by sophie la maitre
Counting Sheep is a series of paintings depicting the creases and folds of bed sheets.
The soft and undulating forms are the ephemera produced after a restless night’s sleep.
In order to investigate these everyday remnants of continual lethargy, La Maitre has
compiled an inventory of images taken after waking which have become the inspiration for
this body of work .
She invites the viewer into her bedroom through the quiet and intimate paintings, to make
visible the physical traces of endless fatigue. The paintings are then placed behind thin,
transparent layers to obscure her sense of exasperation from the viewer. Through each
image the artist seeks to engage with the monotonous insomnia and ever-present
exhaustion of her daily life.

Frustration
& Pleasure
by olivia colja

Blue Balls… is there a female equivalent to this phrase? Surely there
is, so why don't we talk about it?
Bringing the vagina to the room, in two paintings, the first Frustration and the
second Pleasure, Colja alludes to the two sides of consensual female
sexuality. Single women, partnered women, older women, young women all
know the agony of feeling horny and yet not being able to scratch that itch
either solo or with another. But once a women can and does, it is like time
stands still and all you can do is smile.

I Bled Four Days
by daisy safrasky

The artist's own bed, a private space; has been placed in a public gallery to
provoke discussion of the all too common issue of sexual assault within our
society. Engaging with a group of sexual assault survivors, Safrasky has
embroidered their accounts onto clothing resembling those in which the
survivors were assaulted.
The joining of these women's clothes and their descriptions are symbolic of
the relationships between girls and women and their experiences with sexual
harassment and sexual assault. At a glance, I Bled Four Days presents as a
place of welcome and comfort, however, on closer inspection the participant is
invited to lay enveloped in a quilt of burden; the burden of which so many
women must confront every day.

Fleshlight
/Gaslight

by holly yoshida

Fleshlight/Gaslight contemplates the relationship between
reality and perception. This work explores the artists' own
experience of being gaslit; where one's perception of reality
warps when we become wilfully blind. Her brush is
manipulative, using the conventions of still life, creating new
fictions about the lived world.

I'll Be Your
Mirror
by emma horvát
and ómra caoimhe

The following quote has been adapted from Feminist Aesthetics, edited by
Gisela Ecker (p. 57)
‘Woman has begun to relate to herself. The relationship of woman to
herself can be explained by the mirror- that is the gaze of others, the
anticipated gaze of others. Ever since ancient times woman has asked the
axiom question of her fairy-tale step mother: mirror, mirror on the wall, who
is the fairest of us all?
Woman can only develop her new relationship to herself through
relationships with other women. Woman is becoming the living mirror of
woman in which she loses herself in order to find herself again. Woman
expands. She is in the process of becoming manifold.’
During the course of Horvát and Caoimhe’s collaboration, the artists have
considered notions of cause and effect. Through a body of work compiled
of staged photographs, costume and object these notions are represented
by employing object and body together. Stepping into and stepping out of
metaphorical shells; the pair are looking backwards and forwards, facing
each other in a social critique of their own subjugation.

Push to
Reject
by steph de biasi

Push to Reject is an installation that explores the social
hierarchies within the art world.
Importance is placed on equality and fair pay for artists
through the employment of everyday imagery and ironic
wordplay.
The elongated rectangular form satires a gallery
standard plinth for the display of artworks. The work
endeavours to challenge conventional expectations
through the display of material objects within the
“plinths” interior.; to help reposition the value of artists
and the notion of art-making.
The ‘insert coin’ signage alludes to an arcade machine
and invites an unconventional exchange with the viewer
who can place their spare change in the coin slot. This
physical interaction places the power within the viewer's
hands to recognise the artist and acknowledge the time
spent producing an artwork.

More Than
Meets the
Eye

by alaura rachelle

Alaura Rachelle’s practice explores the concept of protection and the barriers that are created between oneself
and/or others. These works are often sculptural; some with elements of sound and projection or of an interactive
nature.
More Than Meets the Eye was created in response to a video that appeared on her social media feed. The
segment was taken from a European Parliament discussion regarding fair pay for fair work. Polish MEP, Janusz
Korwin-Mikke, stands and claims the pay gap between men and women is justified due to his opinion that woman
are “smaller, weaker and less intelligent.”
The artist created small sculpted clay figures inside a plastic moulded dome to represent the opinion of KorwinMikke and how he views women. Using light she enlarges the figures shadows to emphasise that woman are all
unique and one person’s opinion does not define who or what they are or want to become. They are BIG, they are
STRONG and they are SMART.

BIG THANK
WOMXN would like to give a big thank you to all the artists
involved for their time and dedication and most importantly
bravery. To our founder, director and curator Olivia Colja and
co-founder Ruby Smedley and to our multi-talented codirector Shona McGregor for all her behind the scene action.
A big thank you to all our sponsors City of Stirling, all the staff
and installation crew at Spectrum Project Space. Thank you
Edith Cowan University.
Thank you to our partners Preventing Violence Against
Women for their on-going support and belief in the project.
Thank you The Tea Booth and Kelly Marrion Music and the
ECU Guild/ Share the Dignity.

And special thank you all our family and friends for your
love and support and thank you to Kristy Scaddan for
photographing and Phillip Butland filming the event.
May we change the world with the super powers we have
been gifted and dare to use.

Each candle in this
Preventing Violence Against
Women installation represents
a life lost due to domestic
violence
last year 69 women died
this year the total is currently
at 9
one is too many

